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Spanish “HIFI Live magazine” published a rave review of DIAMOND B-60 bookshelf speakers
and awarded them with “BEST PRODUCT QUALITY/PRICE 2017” (11-2017).
"You fall in love with their appearance at first glance: rounded shapes, narrower on the rear,
we have already seen them in other brands, but they have a certain originality here and the
finish of the lacquer is simply extraordinary for the price…
They are also very easy to use, because these speakers are just as honest in their specs as in
the price: those 90 dB are very real and the impedance doesn't represent any of so much accused slope falls because I
have been able to enjoy them with "any" amplification without any problem…
A loudspeaker which aesthetics was admired by everyone who saw it, is still quite discreet in size and shape, and
sounds as it should without much effort on our part. Neither you need to spend the hours placing them or going
crazy measuring all distances to the millimeter: you place them and they immediately sound almost in one
hundred percent. And these "one hundred percent" are very good, a lot, there are not many bookshelf speakers
below 6.000 euros -and I do not exaggerate here- to compete with them, if there are any at all.
A great timbre, good details and transparency, no harshness on the top, not a single note out-of-tune in the bass. Go
with the Poles and their "hobbies for acronyms" ... The Diamond B-60s are not only a recommended listening, but a
mandatory one."

Highlights:
+ Finishes and aesthetics
+ Good sensitivity: Easy
loudspeakers
+ Excellent timbre
+ Natural sound: Sweet trebles
and bass without peaks
+ Excellent scene, the
loudspeakers "disappear"
+ Uncritical listening point
- Only two colors (dark or
reddish)

Full review in Spanish: https://hifilivemagazine.com/taga-harmony-diamond-b60/

More information about the TAGA Harmony brand and the products is available at www.TagaHarmony.com

